
School Closure Work for Year 2 

Week commencing Monday 27th April 2020 

Daily Activities: 

 Reading: Please read a book for about 20 minutes. Keep thinking about reading for meaning and asking/looking up the 

meanings of new words and phrases. You could keep a log of all the new words and their meanings. 

 Maths: Can you find and recall all pairs of numbers which make 20? Can you find the related facts? (12+8=20, 8+12=20   

20-12=8  20-8=12….) 

 PE: Do some physical exercise every day. This could be Joe Wicks or using https://online.succeedin.co.uk/public/index/638. 

 Spelling: Please work through the activities and games on spelling frame for rule 26: https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-

rule/103/26-The-possessive-apostrophe   

 Complete one or two of the activities from the activity panel below. 
 

Please email your class email account with any pictures of the work you have completed. We are looking forward to seeing 

your work and hearing from you. 

   

Write a review of a book you have recently read at 
home. Think about including the following 
information: 

 Title of the book and author 

 Summary of the story (don’t give the ending 
away!) 

 Who it is suitable for and why 
 Would you recommend it and why. 

How many minibeasts can you name? 
 
Choose one of your favourites and create a 
symmetrical picture or painting of it. 
 
 
 
  

Think about the different British coins. Can you identify all 
the coins which are silver? 
Now try and solve this problem: 
 
How many different ways can you find to make 45p using 
only silver coins? 
 
Challenge: How many ways can you make 75p using only 
silver coins? 

We have explored different sentence types at 
school. Practise writing different types of 
sentences: 
Statements- The sun is shining brightly in the blue 
sky. 
Commands- Go and get a pencil. 
Questions-How old are you? 
Exclamations- What big eyes you have! 
Can you write 5 examples for each type of 
sentence? 

Find out about the Borneo Walking Stick which is the 
longest insect in the world. 
 
Create a poster to share the amazing facts that you 
have found out. 
 
 
 

Practise converting pence into pounds. Remember that 
100p is the same as £1.00.  For example:  123p is the same 
as £1.23 
 

Try converting these: 234p     199p       349p     265p       
1123p       345p       115p       209p 
 

Challenge: Can you convert these back into pence? 
£1.66        £2.90         £1.09            £2.89                £2.45 
 
 

https://online.succeedin.co.uk/public/index/638?fbclid=IwAR2X9wkbtx7mm2oChAIHqmeZxX7hDu-qBFqtgVGSoXzJ8pGrwUgAO_SYvUA
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/103/26-The-possessive-apostrophe
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/103/26-The-possessive-apostrophe


Practise spelling the Year 2 Common Exception 
Words and write them in interesting sentences 
which make sense and are well punctuated. 
 
Try and extend your sentences using and, or, but, 
because, when. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create your own minibeast word search including all 
the minibeast words you can think of. 
 
Challenge your family to find all the words that you 
have included. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Practise adding and subtracting 2-digit numbers.  
 
25+46=           34+26=         46+27=                  34+ 22= 
 
45-23=           76-19=           52-27=                 99-45= 
 
Remember to add/subtract the tens first and then the 
units. Select a method we have previously explored such as 
a blank number line, the drop down method for adding or 
partitioning to show your working. You can draw the tens 
and ones to help you. Remember to check your answer and 
workings carefully using the inverse. 
 
 Challenge yourself by adding and subtracting a 2-digit 
number to/from a 3-digit number, for example 184 – 25. 
 
 

 

 

 


